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Abstract.
A condition is given which guarantees that each solution of
y(") = f(x,y,y',...
,>>'""'') either extends or becomes unbounded on its
maximal interval of existence.

Introduction. The classical Nagumo condition for the second order ordinary
differential equation

(1)

y" = fix,y,y')

is a growth condition on fix,y,y') which implies that solutions of (1) either
extend or become unbounded on their maximal intervals of existence. One
formulation of the condition is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that (1) is a scalar equation with fix, y,y') continuous on
ia, b) X R2. If for each M > 0 and each compact interval [c, d] G (a, b) there is
a corresponding positive continuous function <p(i) on [0, oo) such that \fix,y,y')\
< <Kly|) for aM ix,y,y')
satisfying c < x < d, |y\ < M and such that
J~o°°s/<f>is)ds= +00, then each solution of {X) either extends to ia,b) or becomes
unbounded on its maximal interval of existence.

Other formulations from which Theorem 1 follows may be found in [1, p.

428] and [2, p. 353].
This property of solutions which is stated as the conclusion in Theorem 1
along with the assumed existence of solutions of certain types of differential
inequalities plays an important role in demonstrating the existence of solutions
of boundary value problems not only for second order equations but for
higher order equations as well; see for example, [2]-[6].
In this paper we establish a "Nagumo condition" for equations

(2)

yM=fix,y,y',...,/"-xî)

of arbitrary order n.
X. Preliminary
results.
For
a function
g G C^[a,ß]
let Mk
= Max {|g^(x)|:
a < x < ß], 0 < k < n. The proof of the following lem-

ma may be found in [7].
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Lemma 2. Let Mk, 0 < k < «, be as above. Then for each integer k, 0 < k
<n,
Mk<CnkMX-k/"(M'„)k/n

where
Cnk = 4e2knkk~k

and

M'n = Max{Mn,2"n\ M0(ß - a)~"}.

Note. The factor 2" appearing in the definition of M'n is not present in the
result as stated in [7], however, the author believes that it should be included.

Definition 3. Forp > 0 let the function <pp(x)be defined by
1
*<*>-{,,

for |jc| < 1,
for \x\ > 1.

Lemma 4. Assume that the numbers p¡, 1 < i < « — 1, are fixed nonnegative
numbers such that 2?~i «><< «• Then

s \xi\n/i/ n *„(*,-)-> +00 as s k-rA -» + «>.

1=1

/

1=1

1=1

Proof. Assume that 2,"= i W7' = h > I. Then |x,| < «'/" for each 1 < i
< « - 1 from which it follows that

**<*)<&*

and n £(*,)<
/-i
Thus 2J-'| W7'' = « > 1 impliesthat

«OAOS^'A.

2 i*.p*/ti
<t>p.(xi)
> «'-'/"^-.''A
i=i
/ i=i '
and the result follows from the assumption that 2?='

'Pi < «•

2. The Nagumo condition. In this section we assume that we are dealing with
a fixed equation (2) of degree « > 3 and we assume that in (2) the function
f(x,y,y',...
,y("~1') is continuous on I X R" where / is an interval of the reals.

Theorem 5. Assume that the function f(x,y,y',...
,y(-""x^) in (2) satisfies the
condition that given any compact interval [c, d] G I and given any M > 0 there
exist numbers h, p¡, 1 < / < « - 1, such that « > 0, p, > 0/or 1 < / < «

— 1»2?=i ¡Pi <Cn, and such that
n_i

(3)

\f(x,y,y',... J"-V)\ < h n <t>Pi(y{i))
i=i "

for all (x,y,/,...
,y("~x>) satisfying c < x < d, \y\ < M where <pp(t)is as given
in Definition 3. Then each solution of (2) either extends to I or becomes unbounded
on its maximal interval of existence.
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Proof. We prove more than the actual statement of the theorem. We prove
that a solution either extends to the right or becomes unbounded on its right
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maximal interval of existence and that the same result holds for left extensions. Since the proofs are the same we consider only extensions to the right.
Assume that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied but that the
conclusion is false. Then there is a compact interval [c, d] G I and a solution
yix) of (2) on [c, d) such that \y(x)\ is bounded on [c,d) and such that [c,d) is
a right maximal interval of existence for yix). Let \yix)\ < M0 on [c, d) and
let the numbers h andp,, 1 < i < n - X,he associated with M0 [c,d] as in the
theorem.
Since [c,d)
is right maximal for yix) it follows that neither
| _y(")(jc)|nor |^"-i^(jc)| are bounded on [c,d). For 0 < k < n set

Mkit) = Max{|y*>(x)|:

c < x < t < d).

Let /0 be chosen so that {c + d)/2 < t0 <. d and
MnitQ)>2"n\M0iid-c)/2yn.

Then for any t0 < t < d,
M„it) > 2"n\ M0Hd - c)/2yn

> 2"n\ M0(/)(i - c)~"

and it follows that for any t0 < t < i
M'„it) = Max{Mnit),2nn\M0it)it

- c)""} - MM

It follows from Lemma 2 that for t0 < / < d and for each integer k, 0 < k
< n,

Mkit) < Cnk[M0it)tk/"[Kit)fn
< CnkMx-k/n[Mnit)]k/"

= C:k[M„it)]k/n-

This implies that

5 Wkit)]n/k< ( 2 ÍC*nk)n,k)Mnít)
= AnM„it)
k=\

\A:=1

/

for t0 < t < d. However, it follows from inequality (3) that
«-1

K(') < h k=\
II *Pk{Mk(f))
for all /0 < t < d. Hence,
2

k=\

[Mkit))n/k < hAn n

k=\

*Pk(Mk(t))
Hk

for t0 < t < d. This contradicts Lemma 4 since A/„_,(r) -» +oo as í -» í/and

therefore 2*=i [^4(0]"A -» +°° as / -» </.
If the nonnegative numbers p,, 1 < / < « - 1, are such that 2f-i ¥i > «»
an r with 0 < r < 1 can be chosen so that yix) = -(x0 - x)r is a solution of
„_i
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(4)

y(«)= h i=i
IT l_y(,)r
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on (—oo,x0) provided a suitable value is assigned to the constant «. In fact,
substituting y(x) = —(x0 — x)r in (4), one can verify that y(x) is a solution on
(-00,xq) for a suitable choice of the constant h provided
n-\

ln-\

r = 2 ¡Pi- n
i= 1

/

2 Pi - I/= 1

Then, using simple induction arguments, one can show that for « > 3 and for
nonnegative
numbers p¡, 1 < / < « - 1, 2"=! tP< > n implies 2"={ P¡

> 1 and 2"= j ¡Pi = n implies 2/"=2 (' - l)p, < « - 1. Thus, for each « > 3,
nonnegative numbers p,, 1 < ; < « — 1, can be chosen so that 0 < r < 1. It
follows that the condition 2?=' ¡Pi < « in Theorem 5 could at best possibly

be improved to 2?=i ip¡ < n.
Essentially the same arguments as were used in proving Theorem 5 can be
used to prove the following more general theorem.
Theorem 6. Assume that fix, y,y',...
,yx-"~x') satisfies the condition that given
any compact interval [c,d] G I and given any M > 0 there is a function

<f>itx,t2,... ,t„_x) definedfor f, > 0, 1 <;'<«\fix,y,/,...,/»-x))\
for all
<¡>itx
,t2,...

ix,y,y',...

,y^"~1')

1, such that

<<Pi\y'\,\y"\,...,\y{"-1)\)
satisfying

c < x < d, \y\ < M, such that

,t„_x) is nondecreasing in each variable, and such that

2 tf Litx,...,/„_,) -» +00 as 2 tf -* +00.
i=i /
/=i
Then each solution of (2) either extends to I or becomes unbounded on its maximal
interval of existence. In practice Theorem 5 is probably easier to apply.

Results similar to Theorem 6 for equations of orders 3 and 4 were given in

[6].
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